In this paper we will prove that all the elements in the smallest ideal K(βN ) in the semigroup of the Stone Cech compactification (βN, .) of the discrete semigroup of natural numbers N under multiplication constitute a single equivalence class under the relation = m (x = m y if x| m y and y| m x). And all the elements in the closure of the smallest ideal Cl(K(βN )) constitute a single equivalence class under the relation = ∼ (x = ∼ y if x|y and y|x)
Introduction
we consider the discrete space N of natural numbers and it's Stone-Cech compactification βN = {x : x is ultrafilter on N} with topology that is introduced by a base B = {Ā : A ⊆ N} whereĀ = {x ∈ βN : A ∈ x} is a clopen subset of βN . Then according to ([1] Chapter 4 (4.1)) we can extend the usual multiplication (.) which is defined on the semigroup N to an operation that is defined on βN as follows: A ∈ x.y iff {n ∈ N : A/n ∈ y} ∈ x where A/n = {m ∈ N : mn ∈ A}. βN contains the set of natural numbers N as principal ultrafilters which are defined on N, and the set of non-principal ultrafilters are denoted by N * = βN − N. |βN| = 2 c where c = |R|. µ = {A ⊆ N : A = A ↑} is called the collection of upward closed subsets of N where A ↑= {n ∈ N : ∃a ∈ A, a|n} and ν = {A ⊆ N : A = A ↓} is called the collection of downward closed subsets of N where A ↓= {n ∈ N : ∃a ∈ A, n|a}. µ and ν have the finite intersection property and if A ∈ µ then N − A ∈ ν. (2)Let x, y ∈ βN and let A, B ⊆ N.
A subset R of βN is a right ideal if R.βN ⊆ R , and R is a minimal right ideal if for any right ideal R 1 we have R ⊂ R 1 , A subset J of βN is an ideal if J left (right) ideal , and J is a minimal ideal if it is a minimal left (right) ideal. Each set of the form βNx = {px : p ∈ βN} , where x ∈ βN is called principal left ideal generated by x , each set of the form xβN = {xp : p ∈ βN} where x ∈ βN is called principal right ideal generated by x , and each set of the form βNxβN = {pxq : p, q ∈ βN} where x ∈ βN is called principal ideal generated by x . Each minimal left ideal L is principal : L = βNx for every x ∈ L , each minimal right ideal R is principal : R = xβN for every x ∈ R , and each minimal ideal J is principal: We can extend the usual divisibility relation | that is defined on N to a divisibility relation on βN in many ways. If x, y ∈ βN then the most common extension divisibility relations of | are the following : y is left-divisible by x, x| l y if there is z ∈ βN such that y = zx . y is right-divisible by x, x| r y, if there is z ∈ βN such that y = xz . y is mid-divisible by x, x| m y , if there are z, w ∈ βN such that y = zxw . y is| -divisible by x, x|y if for all A ⊆ N, A ∈ x implies |A = {n ∈ N : ∃a ∈ A, a|n} ∈ y. When x = n ∈ N , we write n|y, (y = nz, z ∈ βN) . 
4 Levels of ultrafilters 
., a n ∈ P }. Then, the ultrafilters x is called on " finite level" if it is in exactly on one of the following sets :
. ([2] Lemma 3.1(c))
By the lemma (4.2) there are ultrafilters that are not on finite levels, these ultraafilters are given by the following definition
2 ) The ultrafilters that belong to
N − L i are called the "ultrafilters that are not on finite levels". Proof. By (Theorem 4.4) Let x| l y , then y = zx for some z ∈ βN . Thus y ∈ βNx so y ∈ L (⇐) If y ∈ L , then y ∈ βNx for any x ∈ L, so y = zx for some z ∈ βN Thus x| l y (b) (⇒) Let R be a minimal right ideal. Then R = xβN for any x ∈ R. Let x| r y , then y = xz for some z ∈ βN. Thus y ∈ xβN , so y ∈ R (⇐) If y ∈ R then y ∈ xβN for any x ∈ R , so y = xz for some z ∈ βN . Thus x| r y (c) (⇒) Let J be a minimal ideal. Then J = βNxβN for any x ∈ J. Let x| m y , then y = zxw for some z, w ∈ βN . Thus y ∈ βNxβN so y ∈ J (⇐) If y ∈ J , then y ∈ βNxβN for any x ∈ J , so y = zxw for some z, w ∈ βN . Thus x| m y Theorem 5.5. Let (βN, = l ) where x = l y if x| l y and
Proof. (a) Let x ∈ K(βN) , then by (Theorem 2.2) there exists only one minimal left ideal L such that x ∈ L. Since L is a minimal left ideal , then L is principal , so L = βNx . Also for any y ∈ L we have L = βNy . Then y ∈ βNx , and there exist z ∈ βN such that y = zx.Thus x| l y. Also x ∈ βNy, and there exist w ∈ βN such that x = wy . Thus y| l x . Therefore x = l y for any y ∈ L . If p ∈ βN, p / ∈ L = βNx , by (Lemma 5.4(a)) we have Proof. (a) By (Theorem 2.1 (a) ) for any minimal left ideal L and any minimal right ideal R we have L ∩ R = φ . So there exist x such x ∈ L and x ∈ R. If x ∈ L, then for any y ∈ L we have y ∈ βNx , and x ∈ βNy , so x| l y and y| l x, x| m y and y| m x . Thus x = m y for any y ∈ L . If x ∈ R , then for any z ∈ R we have z ∈ xβN and x ∈ zβN , so x| R z and z| R x, x| m z and z| m x . Thus x = m z for any z ∈ R . If w ∈ βN, w / ∈ L and w / ∈ R, then w / ∈ βNxβN , and by (Lemma 5. 
A/2 = {m ∈ N : 2m ∈ A}, and A/2 ↑= {n ∈ N : ∃a ∈ A/2, a|n}. Let n ∈ A/2 ↑ , so n = ra for some r ∈ N and a ∈ A/2 , so 2a ∈ A. Since A ∈ µ then r(2a) ∈ A (2a | r(2a)) , so 2(ra) ∈ A , and ra ∈ A/2 . Thus n ∈ A/2, and since A/2 ⊆ A/2 ↑ . So A/2 = A/2 ↑ i.e A/2 ∈ µ In general. Let A ∈ µ. A/n = {m ∈ N : mn ∈ A}, and A/n ↑= {r ∈ N : ∃a ∈ A/n, a|r}. Let r ∈ A/n ↑ , so r = ta for some t ∈ N and a ∈ A/n , so na ∈ A . Since A is upward closed, then t(na) ∈ A (na|t(na)) , so n(ta) ∈ A , and ta ∈ A/n . Thus r ∈ A/n, and since A/n ⊆ A/n ↑ , then A/n = A/n ↑ , so A/n ∈ µ . Therefore {A/n : n ∈ N} ⊆ µ . And since µ has F.I.P , so {A/n : n ∈ N} has F.I.P , i.e A is thick (b) Let A ∈ ν, A/m = {r ∈ N : rm ∈ A}. If m / ∈ A then A/m = {r ∈ N : rm ∈ A} = φ , because if rm ∈ A , and since m|rm , then m ∈ A a contradiction . So, if A ∈ ν , then {A/n : n ∈ N} does not have F.I.P . Therefore A is not thick (c) Let A ∈ µ , we have N − A ∈ ν and by (b) N − A is not thick . Thus by (Lemma 6.5(a)) A is syndetic . (d) Let A ∈ ν , then we have N − A ∈ µ , and by (a) N − A is thick . Thus by (Lemma 6.5 (b)) A is not syndetic .
Definition 6.7. The set of ultrafilters which are generated by the set of upward closed subsets of N is denoted byμ and it is given byμ = A∈µĀ i.eμ = {x ∈ βN : x ∈Ā, A ∈ µ}.
By (Lemma 3.2) the set of ultrafilters which belong toμ are divided by all ultrafilters of βN under|-divisibility
c ultrafilters x such that x ∈ I, x / ∈μ Proof. (a) Let x ∈ βN, x ∈μ . First we need to prove that any subset A ⊆ N, A ∈ x where x ∈μ is syndetic. For any element A ∈ x we have three cases: A ∈ µ or A is a finite intersection of elements of µ or A contains some elements from µ .
(1) If A ∈ µ then by (Lemma6.6(c)) A is syndetic (2) If A is finite intersection of elements of µ , then A ∈ µ and A is syndetic. 
